LOST/STOLEN SIUE KEY 06/01/2021 08:42
2021-000111170
Location: 60 HAIRPIN DR, MORRIS UNIVERSITY CENTER

THEFT OVER 06/01/2021 12:25
2021-000111179
Location: 3557 STADIUM DR, SOFTBALL FIELDS
Officer took a report of a subject taking a bench.

FOUND iPHONE 06/01/2021 10:01
2021-000111181
Location: FLYING FIELDS

WARNING – NO TAILLIGHTS 06/01/2021 22:15
2021-000111197
Location: N UNIVERSITY DR NEAR NEW POAG RD

FOUND iPHONE 06/01/2021 10:01
2021-000111181
Location: FLYING FIELDS

DISOBEY STOP SIGN 06/01/2021 23:03
2021-000112200
Location: CIRCLE DR NEAR S UNIVERSITY
State citation issued to a juvenile subject. Warning also issued for Improper Passing on the Left.

WARNING – NO TAILLIGHTS 06/02/2021 02:03
2021-00011211
Location: NEW POAG RD NEAR STADIUM DR

LOST DELL LATITUDE E6540 – SIUE PROPERTY 06/02/2021 14:25
2021-00011241
Location: 30 HAIRPIN DR, LOVEJOY LIBRARY

LOST DELL LATITUDE D810 – SIUE PROPERTY 06/04/2021 08:40
2021-00011341
Location: 99 SUPPORTING SERVICES DR, FACILITY MANAGEMENT

LOST APPLE iPAD – SIUE PROPERTY 06/04/2021 11:41
2021-00011355
Location: 125 PECK SERVICE RD, PECK HALL

FIRE ALARM 06/04/2021 12:37
2021-00011360
Location: 408 COUGAR LAKE DR
Officer responded to an active fire alarm. Officer advised the alarm was activated due to cooking. No fire, some smoke, no damage.

WARNING - SPEEDING 06/04/2021 20:31
2021-00011384
Location: NW UNIVERSITY DR NEAR CIRCLE DR
WARNING – EXPIRED REGISTRATION 06/04/2021 23:13  
2021-00011396 
Location: E UNIVERSITY DR NEAR N UNIVERSITY DR 

DUI 06/05/2021 00:03  
2021-00011401 
Location: SIU NORTHERN ACCESS RD/NEW POAG RD 
Wayne A. Commons (60 yoa, 9 Lakewood Dr, Belleville, IL) was arrested for Driving Under the Influence. Subject was transported to the SIUE PD where he was fingerprinted, photographed, processed and released after posting $100 bond and his DL. Citation was also issued for Driving in the Wrong Lane. 

WARNING – NO REAR REGISTRATION LIGHT 06/05/2021 21:45  
2021-00011443 
Location: S UNIVERSITY DR NEAR UNIVERSITY PARK DR 
Warning also issued for Expired DL. 

WARNING – LOUD MUFFLER 06/05/2021 22:41  
2021-00011444 
Location: E UNIVERSITY DR NEAR N UNIVERSITY DR 

WARNING – SPEEDING 06/05/2021 23:15  
2021-00011448 
Location: N UNIVERSITY DR NEAR LEWIS RD 

OPERATION OF UNINSURED MOTOR VEHICLE 06/05/2021 23:23  
2021-00011450 
Location: STADIUM DR NEAR WHITESIDE RD 
State citation issued to Randall C. Young. Warnings also issued for Taillights, No Valid Registration and Possession of Cannabis-Driver. 

WARNING – NO SPEEDING 06/05/2021 23:28  
2021-00011451 
Location: S UNIVERSITY DR NEAR UNIVERSITY PARK DR 

TRAFFIC ACCIDENT - DEER 06/06/2021 20:34  
2021-00011497 
Location: NEW POAG RD NEAR STADIUM DR 

FIRE ALARM 06/06/2021 22:41  
2021-00011505 
Location: 406 COUGAR LAKE DR 
Officer responded to an active fire alarm. Officer advised the alarm was activated due to cooking. No fire, some smoke, no damage. 

SCOFFLAW PARKING VIOLATION 06/09/2021 09:41  
2021-00011644 
Location: PARKING LOT 5 

SPEEDING 06/09/2021 22:27  
2021-00011679 
Location: N UNIVERSITY DR NEAR NEW POAG RD 
State citation issued to Nickolas S. Henke. 

WARNING – IMPROPER LANE USAGE 06/10/2021 01:16  
2021-00011687 
Location: N UNIVERSITY DR NEAR NEW POAG RD
ASSIST OTHER POLICE AGENCY (EDWARDSVILLE PD) 06/10/2021 03:35
2021-00011697
Location: OUTSIDE VENUE, EDWARDSVILLE
Officer assisted Edwardsville PD with taking a suspect into custody.

ASSIST OTHER POLICE AGENCY (ALTON PD) 06/10/2021 07:51
2021-00011703
Location: OUTSIDE VENUE, ALTON
Officer assisted Alton PD with traffic control on a traffic accident.

TRAFFIC ACCIDENT PROPERTY DAMAGE 06/10/2021 11:01
2021-00011714
Location: 1 SIUE P A8

WARNING – DRIVING WITHOUT HEADLIGHTS 06/10/2021 22:33
2021-00011749
Location: NW UNIVERSITY DR NEAR CIRCLE DR

WARNING - SPEEDING 06/10/2021 23:48
2021-00011757
Location: E UNIVERSITY DR NEAR N UNIVERSITY DR

WARNING - SPEEDING 06/11/2021 02:00
2021-00011765
Location: N UNIVERSITY DR NEAR LEWIS RD

WARNING – NO TAILIGHTS 06/11/2021 02:10
2021-00011767
Location: E UNIVERSITY DR NEAR S STATE RT 157
Warning also issued for Failure to Yield One Lane to Emergency Vehicle.

ASSIST OTHER POLICE AGENCY (ILLINOIS STATE POLICE) 06/11/2021 02:14
2021-000117068
Location: OUTSIDE VENUE, EDWARDSVILLE
Officer assisted ISP with traffic control on a traffic accident.

WARNING – EXPIRED REGISTRATION 06/11/2021 12:33
2021-00011799
Location: NEW POAG RD NEAR STADIUM DR

FIRE ALARM 06/11/2021 08:00
2021-00011842
Location: 61 CIRCLE DR, ENGINEERING BUILDING
Officer responded to an active fire alarm. Officer advised the alarm was activated due to a faulty detector. No fire, no smoke, no damage.

FIRE ALARM 06/11/2021 08:00
2021-00011842
Location: 406 CIRCLE DR, ENGINEERING BUILDING
Officer responded to an active fire alarm. Officer advised the alarm was activated due to a faulty detector. No fire, no smoke, no damage.

WARNING – EXPIRED REGISTRATION 06/12/2021 21:27
2021-00011886
Location: E UNIVERSITY DR NEAR N UNIVERSITY DR
EXPIRED REGISTRATION 06/12/2021 21:51
2021-00011887
Location: E UNIVERSITY DR NEAR N UNIVERSTIY DR
State citation issued to Robert L. Robinson.

WARNING - SPEEDING 06/12/2021 22:13
2021-00011889
Location: N UNIVERSITY DR NEAR N RESEARCH DR

WARNING – DISOBEY STOP SIGN 06/13/2021 01:07
2021-0001189
Location: S UNIVERSITY DR NEAR STADIUM DR

DISOBEY STOP SIGN 06/13/2021 01:35
2021-00011901
Location: SIU NORTHERN ACCESS RD NEAR NEW POAG RD
State citation issued to Jacob T. Couch. Warning issued for Speeding.

LOUD NOISE COMPLAINT 06/13/2021 07:49
2021-00011919
Location: 407 COUGAR LAKE DR
Officer responded to a loud noise complaint. Officer advised the noise was an alarm on the tv. Officer unplugged the tv.

LOST DELL INSPIRION 1090 DUO – SIUE PROPERTY 06/14/2021 13:53
2021-00011987
Location: 35 CIRCLE DR, STUDENT FITNESS CENTER

LOST DELL INSPIRION 14-FN-1364 PBL – SIUE PROPERTY 06/14/2021 14:14
2021-00011987
Location: 35 CIRCLE DR, STUDENT FITNESS CENTER

LOST ASUS ZENBOOK – SIUE PROPERTY 06/14/2021 14:17
2021-00011990
Location: 35 CIRCLE DR, STUDENT FITNESS CENTER

LOST HEWLETT PACKARD ELITEBOOK 840 G1 – SIUE PROPERTY 06/14/2021 14:18
2021-00011991
Location: 35 CIRCLE DR, STUDENT FITNESS CENTER

INFORMATIONAL 06/14/2021 14:58
2021-00011994
Location: 1 SIUE ACADEIC AREA
Officer took a report regarding stickers being on the light poles.

LOST BACK PACK 06/14/2021 15:12
2021-00011996
Location: 60 HAIRPIN DR, MORRIS UNIVERSITY CENTER

WARNING – UNLAWFUL USE OF ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATION DEVICE 06/14/2021 19:47
2021-00012008
Location: CIRCLE DR NEAR PECK SERVICE RD

WARNING – IMPROPER BACKING ON ROADWAY 06/15/2021 03:53
2021-000112036
Location: N UNIVERSITY DR NEAR P2 RD
LOST TELEPHONE – SIUE PROPERTY 06/15/2021 13:36
2021-00012060
Location: 30 HAIRPIN DR, LOVEJOY LIBRARY

WARNING – SPEEDING 06/15/2021 22:31
2021-00012081
Location: E UNIVERSITY DR NEAR N UNIVERSITY DR

WARNING – SPEEDING 06/16/2021 01:10
2021-00012090
Location: E UNIVERSITY DR NEAR N UNIVERSITY DR

FOUND ID CARD 06/16/2021 16:46
2021-00012141
Location: 60 HAIRPIN DR, MORRIS UNIVERSITY CENTER

FIRE ALARM 06/16/2021 18:08
2021-00012144
Location: 422 COUGAR LAKE DR
Officer responded to an active fire alarm. Officer advised the alarm was activated due to cooking. No fire, some smoke, no damage.

ASSIST OTHER POLICE AGENCY (EDWARDSVILLE PD) 06/17/2021 10:24
2021-00012183
Location: OUTSIDE VENUE, EDWARDSVILLE
Officer assisted Edwardsville PD with traffic control on a traffic stop.

WARNING - SPEEDING 06/18/2021 22:16
2021-00012269
Location: CIRCLE DR NEAR NW UNIVERSITY DR

AGGRAVATED DUI DRIVING ON A REVOKED DL 06/20/2021 00:37
2021-00012327
Location: S UNIVERSITY DR NEAR P1 RD
Quirk, Michael P (62 yoa, 10401 Lilac Dr, St. Louis, MO) was arrested for Aggravated Driving Under the Influence. Subject was transported to the SIUE Police Department where he fingerprinted, photographed, processed and transported to the Madison County Jail on a felony hold. Citations also issued for Speeding and Improper Lane Usage.

WARRANT ARREST / FOLLOW-UP (SIUE WARRANT) 06/20/2021 17:20
2021-00012350
Location: OUTSIDE VENUE, EDWARDSVILLE
Nakeisha R. Garrett (27 yoa, 101 5th Ave, Edwardsville, IL) was arrested on a SIUE Warrant for Failure to Appear on Possession of a Hypodermic Needle, Suspended DL, Uninsured Motor Vehicle and No Valid Registration. Subject was stopped by Edwardsville PD. SIUE Officer transported subject to the SIUE PD where she was fingerprinted, photographed, processed and transported to the Madison County Jail.

FIRE ALARM 06/21/2021 19:41
2021-00012397
Location: 421 COUGAR LAKE DR
Officer responded to an active fire alarm. Officer advised the alarm was activated due to cooking. No fire, no smoke, no damage.

FOUND CREDIT CARD 06/21/2021 20:13
2021-00012399
Location: 61 CIRCLE DR, ENGINEERING BUILDING
WARNING - SPEEDING 06/22/2021 02:09
2021-00012414
Location: N UNIVERSITY DR NEAR LEWIS RD
Warning also issued for Expired Registration.

WARNING - SPEEDING 06/22/2021 03:05
2021-00012418
Location: S UNIVERSITY DR NEAR P1 RD

WARNING – UNLAWFUL USE OF ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATION DEVICE 06/22/2021 20:36
2021-00012447
Location: E UNIVERSITY DR NEAR N UNIVERSITY DR

FOUND WALLET 06/23/2021 01:28
2021-00012463
Location: HAIRPIN DR UNIVERSITY DR

ASSIST OTHER POLICE AGENCY (EDWARDSVILLE PD) 06/23/2021 11:19
2021-00012487
Location: OUTSIDE VENUE, EDWARDSVILLE
Officer assisted Edwardsville PD with traffic control on a traffic accident.

FIRE ALARM 06/23/2021 13:51
2021-00012495
Location: 418 COUGAR LAKE DR
Officer responded to an active fire alarm. Officer advised the alarm was activated due to dust. No fire, no smoke, no damage.

SPEEDING 06/23/2021 20:24
2021-00012509
Location: NEW POAG RD NEAR OLD POAD RD
State citation issued to Mohammed A. Abdullah.

WARNING - SPEEDING 06/23/2021 21:51
2021-00012519
Location: N UNIVERSITY DR NEAR LEWIS RD

WARNING - SPEEDING 06/23/2021 22:20
2021-00012524
Location: N UNIVERSITY DR NEAR LEWIS RD

ASSIST OTHER POLICE AGENCY (ALTON PD) 06/23/2021 23:03
2021-00012529
Location: OUTSIDE VENUE, ALTON
Officer assisted Alton PD with backup for an arrest.

WARNING – EXPIRED REGISTRATION 06/23/2021 23:31
2021-00012530
Location: N UNIVERSITY DR NEAR NEW POAG RD
Warning also issued for No Rear Registration Light.

WARNING - SPEEDING 06/23/2021 23:47
2021-00012532
Location: N UNIVERSITY DR NEAR NEW POAG RD
Warning also issued for Graduate Driver Past Curfew.
WARNING – TAILLIGHT VIOLATION  06/24/2021 00:36
2021-00012536
Location: STADIUM DR NEAR WHITESIDE RD

WARNING - SPEEDING  06/24/2021 01:04
2021-00012537
Location: N UNIVERSITY DR NEAR LEWIS RD

ASSIST OTHER POLICE AGENCY (ILLINOIS STATE POLICE)  06/24/2021 02:29
2021-00012543
Location: STADIUM DR NEAR NEW POAG RD
Officer assisted ISP with traffic control on a traffic stop.

LOST DELL T1700 – SIUE PROPERTY  06/24/2021 09:47
2021-00012564
Location: 50 HAIRPIN DR, DUNHAM HALL

LOST DELL E5270 – SIUE PROPERTY  06/24/2021 09:51
2021-00012567
Location: 30 HAIRPIN DR, LOVEJOY LIBRARY

BURGLARY TO MOTOR VEHICLE / CREDIT CARD FRAUD  06/24/2021 15:47
2021-00012584
Location: 1 SIUE P G, GARDENS PARKING LOT
Officer took a report regarding a vehicle being burglarized while parked in the parking lot. Officer advised the victim’s credit cards were stolen and used.

WELFARE CHECK  06/25/2021 12:37
2021-00012642
Location: 423 COUGAR LAKE DR
Officer attempted to try and make contact with a juvenile subject. Officer advised no contact was made.

WARNING - SPEEDING  06/25/2021 12:55
2021-00012643
Location: N UNIVERSITY DR NEAR N RESEARCH DR

ASSIST OTHER POLICE AGENCY (SHILOH PD)  06/26/2021 11:07
2021-00012695
Location: OUTSIDE VENUE, SHILOH
Officer assisted Shiloh PD with talking to a subject on the phone. Shiloh PD responded to subject’s house.

TRAFFIC ACCIDENT - DEER  06/26/2021 22:29
2021-00012725
Location: N UNIVERSITY DR NEAR E UNIVERSITY DR

ASSIST OTHER POLICE AGENCY  06/27/2021 00:22
2021-00012731
Location: OUTSIDE VENUE, EDWARDSVILLE
Officer assisted Edwardsville PD with traffic control on a traffic stop.
WARRANT ARREST 06/27/2021 06:31
2021-00012751
Location: OUTSIDE VNUE, EDWARDSVILLE
Ramone D. Criddle (42 yoa, 10 E Beacon Hill Rd, Fairview Heights, IL) was stopped by Pontoon Beach on an SIUE warrant for Failure to Appear – Driving on Suspended DL, Uninsured Motor Vehicle and No Valid Registration. SIUE officer transported subject to the SIUE PD where he was fingerprinted, photographed, processed and transported to the Madison County Jail due to subject not being able to post bond.

FIRE ALARM 06/28/2021 00:34
2021-00012782
Location: 402 COUGAR LAKE DR
Officer responded to an active fire alarm. Officer advised the alarm was activated due to cooking. No fire, no smoke, no damage.

FOUND DEBIT CARD 06/28/2021 10:15
2021-00012804
Location: 20 HAIRPIN DR, PECK HALL

FRAUD 06/28/2021 11:44
2021-00012807
Location: 70 HAIRPIN DR, RENDLEMAN HALL
Officer took a report regarding subjects receiving fraudulent SIUE checks.

FOUND WHEELCHAIR 06/28/2021 17:29
2021-00012824
Location: 125 PECK SERVICE RD, ALUMNI HALL

ASSIST OTHER POLICE AGENCY (GLEN CARBON PD) 06/28/2021 21:37
2021-00012834
Location: OUTSIDE VENUE, GLEN CARBON
Officer assisted Glen Carbon PD with backup on an arrest.

WARNING – NO TURN SIGNAL 06/28/2021 23:02
2021-00012838
Location: N UNIVERSITY DR NEAR LEWIS RD

WARNING - SPEEDING 06/29/2021 22:31
2021-00012906
Location: N UNIVERSITY DR NEAR NEW POAG RD